WORKSHOP 3

SCHOOL – ENTERPRISE RELATIONSHIP
FROM BIRTH TO ADULTHOOD OR FROM DATING TO WEEDING CONCEPT
MOST OF OUR STUDENTS DO NOT WANT TO STUDY BUT THEY WANT TO LEARN
Focus on the approximation to the Companies - reality school/company and company/school

Focus on the process monitoring

Focus on the individual working plan in what the essential learning results are concerned aiming the construction of the student’s individual project aligned with the reality of the labour market.
WBL TEAM - FOCUS

*Focus on* the Guidance towards the approximation of the students’ teachers to the enterprises

*Focus on* Relationship Promotion and Relationship Orientation

*Focus on* Process

*Focus on* the Work Plan aligned with Essential Learning results

*Focus on* Results
What are the main activities you think should be undertaken in 2020?

Where do you need inputs or support from EfVET delegates?

What are your top 2 recommendations for EfVET steering committee?
That’s all Folks!
Thank you!